Specht modules for an Ariki-Koike algebra H r m have been investigated recently in the context of cellular algebras (see, e.g., GL] and DJM]). Thus, these modules are de ned as quotient modules of certain \permutation" modules, that is, de ned as \cell modules" via cellular bases. So cellular bases play a decisive rôle in these work. However, the classical theory C] or the work in the case when m = 1; 2 (i.e., the case for type A and B Hecke algebras) suggest that a construction as submodules without using cellular bases should exist. Following our previous work DR], we shall introduce in this paper Specht modules for an Ariki-Koike algebra as submodules of those \permutation" modules and investigate their basic properties such as Standard Basis Theorem and the ordinary Branching Theorem, generalizing several classical constructions given in JK] and DJ] for type A.
JIE DU AND HEBING RUI
After a rst manuscript of the paper was completed, the authors received a preprint entitled \On the classi cation of simple modules for cyclotomic Hecke algebras of type G(m; 1; n) and Kleshchev multipartitions" by S. Ariki. With this latest development, one would expect the branching rules (4.10) holds in general.
1. Specht modules. Let S r = S f1; ;rg be the symmetric group of all permutations of 1; ; r with Coxeter generators s i = (i; i + 1), and let S denote the Young subgroup corresponding the composition of r. (A composition of r is a nite sequence of non-negative integers ( 1 ; 2 ; ; m ) such that j j = P i i = r.) Thus, we have (1.1) S = S a = S f1; ;a 1 g S fa 1 +1; ;a 2 g S fa m?1 +1; ;rg ;
where a = a 0 ; a 1 ; ; a m ] with a 0 = 0 and a i = 1 + + i for all i = 1; ; m.
We will denote by D the set of distinguished representatives of right S -cosets and write D = D \ D ?1 , which is the set of distinguished representatives of double cosets S nS r =S .
For later use, let (r) (resp. + (r)) denote the set of all compositions (resp. partitions) of r. For 2 + (r), let 0 be the dual partition of : thus 0 i = #f j > ig. There is a unique element w 2 D 0 with the trivial intersection property:
( Thus, the bar de nes a map from the set + m (r) of all m-partitions of r to (r).
For each m-composition = ( (1 For example, w a = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 6 7 8 9 2 3 4 5 1 ; if a = 0; 4; 8 (i) w (j) = w (j) w (i) andw (i)w(j) =w (j)w(i) for i; j = 1; 2; ; m. Clearly, by (1.2-3), we have the following trivial intersection property (1.6) Lemma. Suppose T i T j = T j T i ; 0 6 i < j ? 1 6 r ? 2: Note that H R is the group algebra of W when q = 1 and u 1 = is a primitive m-th root of unity and u i = i . Let H R = H R (r) denote the subalgebra of H R generated by T 1 ; ; T r?1 . Then H R = H r 1R is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra associated to S r . We will denote by H R (S ) the subalgebra associated to the Young subgroup S of S r . Let Proof. We rst notice from the proof of (1.9) that
Thus, DR, (3.1)] implies z H R = z H R . Let = (j (1) j; ; j (m) j). (2.4) Corollary. The module S (resp.S ) is an R-pure submodule of x H R (resp. y H R ).
(2.5) Remark. The standard basis given in (2.2) can also be obtained by using the Murphy type (or cellular) basis for x H R . See DS, (5.2.1)] for the case m = 2 and DJM, (4.14)] in general. In these work, the bases are all de ned for x 0H R . However, the ring automorphism (2.6) : H R ! H R de ned by setting (q) = q ?1 , (u i ) = u m?i+1 , for 1 6 i 6 m, (T j ) = ?q ?1 T j for 1 6 j 6 r ? 1 and (T 0 ) = T 0 (cf. (1.7)), will turn such a basis for x 0H R into a basis for y 0H R . Denote this basis by fY ut j D 0 ; t 2 T s ( ); u 2 T ss ( ; 0 )g; where T s ( ) (resp. T ss ( ; 0 )) is the set of all standard -tableaux (semi-standard -tableaux of type 0 ). Note that, since ( a ) =~ a and (x ) = y , Y ut is of the form hy T d for some h 2 H R and d 2 S r .
We now consider the homomorphism i ; 1 6 k 6 mg: A node of Y( ) is said to be removable (resp. addable) if it is a removable (resp. addable) node of Y( (k) ) for some k. Let R denote the set of all removable nodes
The ordering on R will be xed from top to bottom and from left to right: R = fn 1 ; ; n N g, let j n , n 2 R , be the number at the node n in t . (22); (1)), R = f(1; 3) 1 ; (2; 1) 1 ; (2; 2) 2 ; (1; 1) 3 g, and the corresponding j n 's are 9,7,5,1. We have the following result. Recall for any i 6 j the elements s i;j = i i+1 i+2 j j i i+1 j?1 if i < j and s i;i = 1.
(3.3) Lemma. Let n 2 R , and let n denote the multi-partition associated to the tableau obtained by removing n from Y( ). Let T s ( ) be the set of all standard -tableaux. Then:
(a) The n -tableau t n is the same as the tableau obtained by removing the entry r from t s j n ;r . Likewise, the 0 n -tableau t 0 n is the tableau obtained by removing the entry r from t 0 s j n ;r . (b) w = s i n ;r w n s r;j n , where i n is de ned by (i n )w = j n .
(c) s j n ;r 2 D 0 ;(r?1;1) and S s j n ;r 0 \ S r?1 = S 0 n .
Moreover, we have fd 2 S r j t d 2 T s ( )g = n2R fs j n ;r x j x 2 S r?1 ; t n x 2 T s ( n )g:
Proof. The statement (a) follows immediately from the de nition of s i;r . Since j n is the number at n in t and i n is the number at n in t by (a), we see that t n can be obtained by removing the entry r at n from t s i n ;r . On the other hand, since t w = t , it follows that (t s i n ;r )s r;i n w s j n ;r = t w s j n ;r = t s j n ;r . Therefore, s r;i n w s j n ;r = w n , proving (b). The rst assertion in (c) follows from the relation s r;j n s i s j n ;r = 8 > < > : s i ; if i < j n , s i?1 ; if i > j n , s r;j n +1 s j n s j n +1;r if i = j n .
For d with t d 2 T s ( ), write d = d 1 x with x 2 S r?1 and d 1 distinguished relative to S r?1 . Then, d 1 = s i;r for some i. Since t d 1 is again standard, it forces i = j n for some n 2 R . Thus, t n is obtained by removing the entry r from t d 1 . Therefore, the tableau t n x can be obtained from t s j n ;r x by removing the entry r. Since t s j n ;r x is standard, t n x is standard, too, proving the inclusion \ ". Since t s j n ;r x is the tableau obtained from t n x by adding the entry r at the node n, t s j n ;r x is a standard tableau, proving the inclusion \ ". Therefore, the required equality holds. (3.5) Lemma. For any 2 + (r), let n 1 ; ; n k be the removable nodes of Y( ) counted from top to bottom, and de ne M 0 = 0 and M t = z T j n t ;r H R (S r?1 )+M t?1 for t > 1. Then we have a ltration of H R (S r?1 )-submodules for S R = z H R :
with sections of Specht modules: M t =M t?1 = S n t R . We are now ready to prove the (ordinary) Branching Theorem for Ariki-Koike algebra. A version of this result has been given by Ariki-Mathas AM, 1.5] with a proof using cellular basis. If we turn their result into a result for y 0H using (2.6) and apply the homomorphism ' given in (2.7), the theorem below follows immediately from theirs. However, the proof supplied here can be viewed as a proof in our context without using cellular bases, following the idea of lifting from level 1 to level m. Recall from (2.2) that z = x T w y 0.
(3.6) Branching Theorem. Let be an m-partition of r, and let n 1 ; ; n N be the removable nodes of Y( ) counted from top to bottom and from left to right. De ne M 0 = 0 and M t = z T j n t ;r H r?1 mR + M t?1 for t > 1. Then these modules form a ltration of H r?1 mR -submodules for S R = z H R :
with sections of Specht modules: M t =M t?1 = S n t R .
Proof. Let M 0 = 0 and M t = z T j n t ;r H R (S r?1 ) + M t?1 for t > 1. We claim that M t = M t for all t. Indeed, since M t is a right H R (S r?1 )-module, we need only prove (3.7)
z T j n t ;r L k 2 M t ; 8k 6 r ? 1:
Let ] = a 0 ; a 1 ; ; a m ], and choose i such that r ? a i+1 < j n t 6 r ? a i . Thus, by (3.2), n t is a removable node of the (i + 1)-th Young subdiagram Y( (i+1) ). By (2.3) and (3.4b), we have z T j n t ;r L k = Z v ] T j n t ;r L k = z T (j n t )w 4) ) and, for a < b, S s a;b fa+1; ;bg \S fa; ;b?1g = S fa; ;b?1g , (3.3c) for m = 1 implies that y 0T j n t ;r = h 0 T j n t ;r y 0 n t for some h 0 2 H R (S fr?a i+1 +1; ;r?a i g ). On the other hand, by (3.3b), Tw (m) w (1) h 0 T j n t ;r = Tw (m) w (i+2) (Tw (i+1) h 0 T j n t ;r?a i )(Tw (i) T r?a i ;r?a i?1 ) (Tw (1) T r?a 1 ;r ) = Tỹ (m) ỹ (i+2) (Tw (i+1) h 0 T j n t ;r?a i )T r?a i ;r ]Tỹ (i) ỹ (1) ; whereỹ (i) is thew (i) de ned relative to n t as in (1.4), and x (m) _ _ (1) T r?a i ;r = x (m) _ _ (i+1) T r?a i ;rx (i) n t _ _ (1) n t , wherex (i) n t _ _ (1) n t is the sum of T w 's with w 2 S fr?a i ; ;r?a i?1 ?1g S fr?a 1 ; ;r?1g . So, noting (j) = (j) n t for all j 6 = i + 1, we eventually see that Z T j n t ;r =Z (m) n t _ _ (i+2) n t (x (i+1) Tw (i+1)ỹ (i+1)0 T j n t ;r?a i )T r?a i ;r ]Z (i) n t _ _ (1) n t ; wherex andỹ are de ned over S fr?a i+1 +1; ;r?a i g and the lastZ is de ned over S fr?a i ; ;r?a i?1 ?1g S fr?a 1 ; ;r?1g . By Lemma (3.5), we have an epimorphism from (x (i+1) Tw (i+1)ỹ (i+1)0 T j n t ;r?a i )T r?a i ;r ]H R (S fr?a i+1 +1; ;r?a i ?1g ) ontõ z (i+1) n t H R (S fr?a i+1 +1; ;r?a i ?1g ), wherez (i+1) n t =x (i+1) n t Tỹ (i+1)ỹ (i+1) n t is de ned over S fr?a i+1 +1; ;r?a i ?1g . This results in an epimorphism of H R (S n t ] )-modules Z T j n t ;r H R (S n t ] ) Z n t H R (S n t ] ), and hence, an epimorphism of H R (S r?1 )-modulesZ T j n t ;r H R (S r?1 ) Z n t H R (S r?1 ). Observing from (3.5) the kernel of the rst epimorphism above, we see the kernel of this epimorphism is the intersectionZ T j n t ;r H R (S r?1 )\N t?1 , where N i is de ned as N i =Z T j n i ;r H R (S r?1 )+ N i?1 for i > 1, and N 0 = 0. (Thus, M i = v ] N i for all i.) Since the left multiplications by v ] and v n t ] induce isomorphisms by DR, (3.4)], it yields an epimorphism of H R (S r?1 )-modules z T j n t ;r H R (S r?1 ) S n t with kernel z T j n t ;r H R (S r?1 ) \ M t?1 . Therefore, we nally obtain an H R (S r?1 )-module isomorphism f t : S n t ! M t =M t?1 which maps z n t h to z T j n t ;r h + M t?1 for all h 2 H R (S r?1 ).
By the claim, it remains to prove that f t is an H r?1 mR -module isomorphism. We rst note from (3.4b,c) that (3.8) holds if z T j n t ;r is replaced by z n t and h i by zeros. Also, note that, for any x 2 S r?1 , T x T 0 = L k h for h 2 H R (S r?1 ). So we have for some h 0 2 H R (S r?1 ) f t (z n t T x T 0 ) = f t (z n t L k h) = f t (z n t h 0 h) = f t (z n t )h 0 h = f t (z n t T x )T 0 :
Therefore, f t is an H r?1 mR -module isomorphism, and the theorem is proven.
(3.9) Corollary. Let R be a eld and assume that H r mR is semi-simple. Then we have an isomorphism of H r?1 mR -modules: S R j H r?1 mR = n2R S n R .
4. Branching rules, II. In this section, we shall describe the modular branching theorem for an Ariki-Koike algebras H = H r mR over a eld R which has a semisimple \bottom", that is, satisfying the assumption (m) ) is said to be l-regular if each (i) is l-regular. Unless otherwise speci ed, we shall assume in this section that R is a eld containing the element u 1 ; ; u m and q 6 = 0, and the subscript R in H R etc. will be dropped for notational simplicity.
(4.2) Theorem. Let H be the Ariki-Koike algebra over a eld R such that f m;r 6 = 0. Then the set fy 0T w 0 z H j 2 + m (r) l-regularg is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple H-modules. To state the modular branching rule for Ariki-Koike algebra, we need the notion of normal and good nodes. Since Ariki-Koike algebra is semi-simple if f m;r 6 = 0 and l > r ( A1] or DR, (5.2)]) and the branching rule in this semi-simple case has been done in (3.9), we assume in the rest of this section l 6 r and f m;r 6 = 0. Recall from (3.1) that the boxes in the Young diagram Y( ) can be identi ed with its position coordinates, called nodes, n = (i; j). The node n = (i; i ) is called a removable node of if i > i+1 and the node (i; i +1) is called an addable node if i?1 > i . The node n is called a removable (resp. addable) node for m-partition = ( (1) ; ; (m) ) if it is a removable (resp. addable) node of (i) for some i. ) Let R normal ( ) (resp. R good ( )) be the set of all normal (resp. good) nodes of 2 + (r). The following result, generalizing Kleshchev's result K] for symmetric groups, is due to Brundan B, .
